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CHAPTERONE

THE STUDY

1.1 Introduction

There is an estimated one million prisoners in Africa and most of them are detained in

overcrowded prisons and conditions that well below internationally accepted standards.'These

prisons hold both sentenced prisoners and persons awaiting trial. What happens in prisons is

usually unknown to the outside world leading to vulnerability of prisoners. For this reason,

prisoners require specific recognition and protection. It is trite to say that how a society treats

its prisoners, reveals a lot about its moral values, its commitment to the rule of law and

democracy.'

Under international law, prisoners' rights enjoy considerable prominence despite the fact that

they are relatively invisible in many domestic jurisdictions.s There is a large body of standards

and principles+ addressing the various aspects of prisoners' rights and the interaction with those

in whose custody they are placed. These instruments apply in addition to all the human rights

instruments that apply to all human beings, save for the limitations due to deprivation of liberty'

At the regional level, the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rightss (Charter) has no

provisions that explicitly refer to detainee or prisoner rights. These rights are implied from

' J Sarkin ,An overview of human rights in prisons worldwide' in J Sarkin (ed) Human rights in African prisons

(zoo8) r; International Cenhe for Prison Studies 'Afri"q occupancy rates'

i,tp,il;;.k"tr*"t /a"p.ialla{research/icps/worldbrief/wpb-stats.php?area=africa&category=wb-occupancy
(accessed 3r October zoo8).

2 R Edney ,Judicial deference to the expertise of correctional administrators: The implications for prisoners' rights'

(zoor) a^tro lian Jouial of Humanngftts htp://www.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/AJHR/zoorl5.html *fu2 
^

t;"";'r;a S S"pt"-U". ,ood) i Vf""ti"itr'P.iJ# in South Africa's constiiutional democracy' (zooil Centre for the

Study of Violence and Reconciliation 5.

e F Viljoen'The Special Rapporteur on Prisons and Conditions of Detention in Africa: Achievements and possibilities'

(zooS) z7 HumanRights Quarterly rz6.

a These standards laid down by the United Nations include, among others, Standard_Minimum Rules for the

Treatment of Offenders (tglZ), itinciples of Medical Ethics Relevantlo the Role of Health Personnel Particularly
pilV.i"iu"r, in the Proteci#';f Prisoners and Detainee-s against Torture and other Cmel or Inhuman or-Degrading

Treatment and Punishment (1982), Body of Principles for fre Protection of A]l Persons under any form of Detention

or Imprisonment (1988), th" Co.rr"ntion against Torture and- Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or

Punishment (tgS+) and the Basic Principles for the Treatment of Offenders (tSgo).

s OAU Doc. CABlltGl6Tlgrev.5, Adopted z7 June 198t, entered into force zr October 1986)

I
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reading the Charter and interpreting the rights therein in relation to detained persons. For

example the right to dignity and the prohibition of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or

punishment,6 the right to have his cause heardz non-discrimination,s equality before the laws

and freedom of conscience and religion'o also apply to detained persons.

The African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights, (the Commission), which is the

principal body mandated to promote and protect human rights in states parties to the Charter,

has adopted several resolutions in relation to detained persons. They include the Dakar

Declaration and Recommendations on the Right to a Fair Trial (rgg9)r', Resolution on

Guidelines and Measures for the Prohibition and Prevention of Torture, Cruel, Inhuman and

Degrading Treatment or Punishment in Africa (Robben Island Guidelines on Torture) (zooz;,'s

principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Fair Trial and Legal Assistance in Africa (zoo3;'+ nn6

the Ouagadougou Declaration and Plan of Action on Accelerating Prison and Penal Reform in

Africa (zoo3).rs There also exist special mechanisms specifically related to prisons, in particular

the Special Rapporteur on Prisons and Conditions of Detention in Africa (SRP) whose mandate

was first adopted by the Commission in 1996. Other important regional instruments that have

been recognised and adopted by the Commission include the Kampala Declaration on Prison

Conditions in Africa in 1996 and the Lilongwe Declaration on Accessing Legal Aid in the

Criminal Justice System (zoo6). These, read together with the Protocol to the African Charter on

6 Art 5.

z Nt7.

I Art 2.

s Art 3.

1o Art 8.

,, Created under article 3O of the Charter and commenced its operations in 1987.

t, Provides an outline for more detailed principles.

,s Adopted to prohibit and prevent torfure and makes specific reference to detainees'

,q The Commission expounds on its understanding on the content and scope on the standards outlined in the 1999

Dakar Declaration.

,s Was adopted with the intention of accelerating prison reforurs in Africa and proposed the adoption of a Charter on

the rights of prisoners.

2
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Human and People Rights on the Rights of Women in Africa'6 and the African Charter on the

Rights and Welfare of the Child,T provide the basis for the rights of detained persons in Africa.

r.z Problem statement

The Charter provides the dual mandate of the Commission as being to promote'8 and protectle

human and peoples' rights. Prisoners fall within this mandate. Despite the resolutions and

declarations on issues related to prisoners and prisons, the situation in African prisons remains

bleak and a sustained focus on promoting and protecting prisoners'rights has not emerged'

The responsibility to operate prisons lies primarily with the state but other actors such as

National Human Rights Institutions (NHRIs) and civil society play an important role in

providing oversight. The commission and the charter provide a regional platform and

framework supporting domestic institutions to promote and protect human rights'

The conditions in African prisons are generally poor leading to gross human rights violations of

prisoners and the staff who are required to work under the existing conditions. Penal Reform

International (PRI), an international organisation working on prisons reform, notes 'if the

situation in African prisons was "inhuman" in tgg6, the situation in 2g,C/6 is, if anything,

worse.,2o pRI notes that there are several common problems in African prisons such as lack of

food, poor hygiene and sanitation, prison overcrowding and inadequate medical care'2l The

United Nations Mission in the Democratic Republic of Congo describes Tschikapa prison as 'a

,,mortuary" where prisoners "resemble skeletons" even before they die of malnutrition"'" This

statement illustrates the severity of the challenges that many prisons in Africa face even as far as

the most basic provisions are concerned. African prison systems have, for a variety of reasons'

,6 OAU Doc CAB/LEG l66.6lRevlt,adopted in July zoo3 and entered into force on z5 November 2oo5'

17 oAU Doc. CAB/LEGlz+.gl+g (rggo), adopted u July 1999 and entered into force Nov. 29, 1999'

,8 Art 45(1).

,e Art 45(2).

,o A Stapleton ,Introduction and overview of legal aid in Africa' in Pe13l Reform International and Bluhm legal clinic

of the Northwest".n u.rirr".rity school 
"f 

l"*.4;;;;; ii iii"" in Africa and beyond: Making rule of law a realitv

(zooZ) 8.

,, ,Health in prison, (zooZ) 59 (3) Criminal Justice Neros http://www.penalreform'org/resources/new-2oo7-
newsletter-59-en.pdf (accessed 7 August zo o 8).

,, Tshikapaprison - a mortuary, htp://www.monuc.org/News.aspx?newsld=t4793 (accessed TAugust zooS)'

aJ
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not been able to address fundamental and systemic problems and this has had dire consequences

for prisoners.

1.8 Research questions

This study addresses the following questions:

o What is the human rights situation in prisons in Africa? What challenges do African

prisons face in general?

o Is there a legal framework in place for the protection of prisoners' rights in Africa and

how does it relate to other human rights instruments? What is the mandate of the

Commission in relation to the prisoners' rights?

o What has the Commission done and achieved under its promotional and protection

mandates in respect of prisoners' rights? Have the various mechanisms been fully utilised

in relation to prisoners' rights? How has the Commission been able to optimise its

relationship with the states, civil society and national human rights institutions to fully

protect these rights?

. If the conclusion is reached that the Commission has not effectively addressed issues of

prisoners' rights, how would it do so more effectively?

This study sets out the theoretical framework for prisoners' rights under the African human

rights system (African system) and focuses on the practical expression of the Commission's

mandate. The SRp has been the focal point of matters relating to the rights of prisoners. The

study also investigates whether the creation of this mechanism has effectively excluded the other

mechanisms in respect of prisoners' rights, and created a bureaucratic structure where all issues

related to prisoners are referred to the SRP.

L.4 Significance of the study

Given the broad mandate provided by the Charter, the Commission is a powerful body that can

create momentum for the effective promotion and protection of prisoners' rights. Through this

study, a nexus between the various mechanisms of the Commission for the promotion and

protection of prisoners' rights is analysed. The link between states, civil society and national

human rights institutions in promoting and protecting human rights will also be considered and

proposals for increasing effectiveness will be made. The study emphasises how the mandate of

the Commission can be better utilised for the benefit of prisoners in Africa'

4
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1.5 Literature srul/ey

There is a significant body of literature on the mandate and effectiveness of the Commission but

information relating to its role in relation to prisoners is limited to a few journal articles and a

few chapters in books dealing with a general discussion of the Commission's work.

Evans and Murray are some of the leading writers on the African system and their book's

provides a good summary of how the Commission functions, its general mandate and its

operations. One chapter is dedicated to discussing the work of the SRP. However, the book is

dated in respect of the promotion and protection of prisoners" rights and there is therefore a

need for recent developments to be discussed and this study provides that information. viljoen"+

addresses international human rights law in Africa from the global, regional, sub-regional and

national perspectives. He draws from numerous published and unpublished works, bringing

different perspectives into his book and is the most current publication on the African system'

Viljoen provides an analysis of the Commission starting with the normative framework and

explores the practical working of the Commission in some depth. Viljoen discusses prisons only

from the perspective of the SRP and therefore his contribution fails to provide a complete picture

of the commission's interventions in relation to prisoners.

Sarkin2s edited a compilation bringing together different aspects of prisons by different authors

and is the most recent work on prisoners' rights but only one chapter by Murray deals with the

work of the Commission and less emphasis is placed on prisoners' rights. Viljoen's"6 article looks

at the SRp and reviews the achievements and possibilities of this mechanism within the regional

human rights system. It is the most detailed review of the work of the SRP but does not ]ook at

the overall mandate of the commission with regard to prisoners' rights. The research for the

article included field visits and assessed a lot of primary information and is therefore a

comprehensive account of the mechanism. It also makes recommendations for improvement'

This study provides an update on the SRP and the progress towards the implementation of the

recommendations made bY Viljoen.

23 M Evans & R Murray The Alrican Charter on Human and Peoples'Rights, The system in practice, t986-zooo

(zooz).

,q F Viljoen fn krnational human rights law in Africa (zooil-

,s Sarkin (n r above).

,6 Viljoen (n 3 above) t25-t7r.
5
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penal Reform International and Bluhm Legal Clinic of the Northwestern University School of

I-aw27 compiled and edited papers that were presented at a conference in Lilongwe, Malawi, on

legal aid in the criminal justice, the role of lawyers, non-lawyers and other service providers. The

book provides a background for an integrated approach in relation to prisoners' rights and

creates a basis for understanding the African criminal justice systems within which prisons and

prisoners are situated.

Bernaultrs edited several chapters on the origins of prisons and confinement in Africa providing

different perspectives from several Africa states. The book provides a detailed historical

understanding of prisons in Africa by assessing the evolution of prisons in different African

states. Foucault,s provides detailed information on the evolution of prisons and the functions of

imprisonment. His work is critical in understanding the origins of prisons in Western Europe

predating the development of African prisons. Given the work that has been published so far, the

author was unable to identify one that looks at the entire commission through the lens of

prisoners' rights thus there is a need for this study'

1.6 Methodology

This study relies on desk research to draw observations and conclusions from published works

on the Commission in relation to prisoners' rights. The study engages with various viewpoints in

the available literature and analyses primary sources such as activity reports of the Commission'

r.7 Limitation of the studY

There already exists a substantial body of information on the work of the Commission in general,

although it does not focus adequately on prisoners' rights. fime constraints placed a limit on the

depth and scope ofthe analYsis.

The information that should be on the Commission's website is not properly archived and there

are many inactive links and thus excluding some primary information from the analysis' As a

zz PRI & Bluhm t egal Clinic (n zo above).

=B F Bernault Socialhistory of Afriu.: Ahistory of prisonandconfinementinAtrica (zoo3)'

zs M Foucaul t Discipline and punish: The birth of prison (tgZZ)'

6
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result, there was a heavy reliance on secondary sources where the primary sources were

unavailable within the Commission's or African Union's websites.

1.8 Chapter Breakdown

Chapter z - Ihe evolution of human rights in African prisons

The chapter familiarises the reader with the history of prisons and the evolution of prisoners'

rights in Africa. It highlights the functions of prisons and conducts an assessment of whether

these functions have been achieved. It also provides a snapshot of the human rights situation in

prisons.

Chapter 3 Normative framework: The African human rights system and

protection of prisoners' rigtrts

The chapter highlights the legal framework under the African human rights system for the

protection of prisoners' rights. It provides an overview of various instruments and the link with

the rights of detainees and prisoners, including a review of soft law.

Chapter 4 - Promotion and protection of prisoners' rights: an analysis of the

interuentions of the African Commission on Human and Peoples'Rights

This chapter assesses how the mandate of the Commission has been used in relation to

prisoners' rights. This assessment includes a description of how the Commission has interacted

with states, civil society and NHRI to work towards the promotion and protection of prisoners'

rights.

Chapter 5 - Conclusion and recommendations

This chapter will draw conclusions based on the research and make some recommendations to

make the intervention by the Commission in relation to prisoners' rights more effective'

7
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CTIAPTERTWO

THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS IN AFRICAN PRISONS

2.1 Introduction

This chapter highlights the origins of prisons from ancient Rome and how they came to be in

Africa, what developments in the prisons led to the concept of prisoners' rights and the nature of

prison conditions in Africa.

2.2 Ttre idea of Punishment

Some of the legally authorised sanctions in Europe in the eighteenth century were death, penal

servitude, imprisonment, corporal punishment, detention in a reformatory school' release on

recognisance and fines.3o According to Myrl E' Alexander;

[s]ociety's offenders have been dealt with in many ways. until recent times, historically speaking,

punishment was harsh; criminals were exiled, enslaved, tortured, mutilated, and executed' The

use of imprisonment as a method of treating the offender is relatively new, dating back no further

than the last quarter of the r8th century. Of course, jails, lockups, and places of ddention of

various kinds have been in existence for hundreds of years. But it was only zoo years ago that they

were used for anything other than places of detention for offenders awaiting a harsher kind of

Punishment.a'

This study does not engage with the philosophical arguments of whether imprisonment is an

appropriate punishment or not. It accepts that use of imprisonment is an accepted and widely

used punishment. A prison is understood as an institution where prisoners, criminal or civil,

untried or convicted are physically confined in accordance with judicial orders'3'

s" D Garland Punishment and uelfare (tg8S) 6.

s, T SeIin'A look at Prison History' Og6:) gt Federal Probation 18'

32 United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treahent of Prisoners (UNSMR), preliminary ob-serv1ti91ts'

Adopted by the First United Nations Congress ooth" P."'rr"rtion of Crime and the Treatment of offenders, held at

9
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Foucault observes that the prison as a punishment was preferred because of its disciplinary

potential and because liberry was perceived as a good to which every individual is attached thus

to deprive one of liberry was an appropriate punishment.33 Foucault further argues that the

prison is the 'clearest, simplest, and most equitable of penalties.'s+ The loss that all people who

are imprisoned get is the same regardless of one's place in society; it is an egalitarian

punishment.

2.8 The origins of Prisons

prisons can be traced back to the Roman Empire when offenders were detained pending trial or

sentence or by masters to punish disobedient servants.es In England, in the ninth century,

prisons were used to remove the King's enemies from circulation.s6 By the eleventh century,

there was a need for prisons to hold those waiting to attend their trials or be executed'az

Prisoners would pay for their own upkeep to those that managed the prison including sheriffs'

local corporations, individual franchise holders and the church'e8 In the sixteenth century'

Europe introduced houses of correction where able-bodied people could perform labour to

address the increasing problem of petty offenders.ss Through prison labour, it was expected that

prisoners would understand the error of their ways and become law abiding citizens by using the

skills that they had acquired in prison to work in the free world' In the seventeenth century'

transportation from Europe to other locations where the prisoners could work was introduced

and the destinations were colonies, mainly North America and Australia.+o The ships that

Geneva in 1955, and approved by the Economic and Social Council by its resolution 663 C QO(I.y) of3r July 1957 and

zoZ6 ([XII) of. t3 May t977.

3e Foucault (n z9 above) 2g2; seeKC Hass & GPAlpert The dilemmas of corrections: Contemporary readings (tggg)'

ea Foucault as above 232'

ss R Tomasic & I Dobinson The failure of imprisonment: An Australian perspectiue (t979) Z '

s6 GD Treverton-Jones fmp risonment: The legal starus and rights of prisoners (1989) r'

37 As above 1.

se GB Shaw /mprisonment (tgz+) 62.

ss Tomasic & Dobinson (n 37 above) 7; See, KL Hall Polie, Prison and punishment: Major historical interpretation

1987.

ao Tomasic & Dobinson (as above) 8; also T[everton-Jones (n 38 above) Z.

10
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transported them were considered prisons and once they arrived, the entire settlement was one

vast Prison.+t

In America, the first prisons were designed around a programme developed by Dr. Benjamin

Rush, one of the signatories of the Declaration of Independence.+" The Act that is regarded as the

beginning of the modern system of prison administration in America is the law of 5 April rzgo' It

established the principle of solitary confinement, the basis of the Pennsylvania and Auburn

systems of discipline.+s This evolved into the reformatory system where education and trade

training were considered central features.++ Between rgoo and 1935, the industrial prison

provided labour for industries but this changed with the depression between Lg2g and 1933 and

with the passage of legislation by congress restricting the sale of prison products in the open

market.+s Due to the success of the American prison systems, European penologist and reformers

visited America to observe the systems of Pennsylvania and New York which formed the basis of

solitary confinement in most European prisons since the 18oos'46 The solitary system was

intended to produce honest and obedient citizens who would not revert to their criminal ways'47

In pre-colonial Africa, few societies used containment and where it was used' it was only until

compensation, which was the main form of punishment, was paid'+a During the slave trade era'

although not considered imprisonment in the modern sense of the term, slaves were held in

prison-like facilities prior to transportation to overseas destinations and generating

nr A,s above 9.

a" H Gill ,state prisons in America, t7g7 - rg37' ra GG Killinger et al Penology: The euolution of con'ections in

America (rgZg) 6t.

<s As above 61.

++ As above 62.

cs As above 62.

c6 New York Comection History Society 'The evolution of the New York Svstem'

http://www.coo""liophistory.orglhtrnl/"ht""iiii;i";riiJ7"vp.b.*.fit*t (accessed 3r october zoo8)'

+z GA de Beaumont and A de Tocqueville on the Penitentiary System in the United States and its Application in

France (rS6+) Sg cited in New York Comection History above'

cB S pete ,A brief history of human rights in the prisons of Africa' in Sarkin 4o; According.to Pete, several centralised

societies used imprisonment as it is used toa.y 
"i"n-i"*th; G;"; "f 

Dahomey, the Empire of samori roure and the

Mandara Kingdom.
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infrastructure for confinement to be used later on.+s Only towards the end of the nineteenth

century did the use of prisons become widespread in Africa, except in Southern Africa where

prisons had already been established. Imprisonment was an important tool in achieving colonial

control over indigenous people through enforcing tax collections and obtaining forced labour

from the locals.so The colonial powers built prisons at garrisons and administrative outposts that

were established across the continent supported by comprehensive legislation from the home

states giving wide powers to particularly the British colonisers.sl Countries like Kenya, Uganda,

Ghana and Nigeria had prisons built rapidly to accommodate the large number of prisoners

resulting from active resistance to colonialism.s2

Between rgoo and 1935, imprisonment and prisons in Africa were significantly similar to what

they were 1oo years before in England and America retaining the use of archaic forms of

punishment such as flogging.ss The colonial powers were running two prison systems, one at

home and another in the colonies. The reforms that were being made at home were not being

transferred to the colonies that they occupied. As the struggle for independence continued over

the first half of the twentieth century, the colonial masters increased the use of imprisonment

and in some cases resorting to the use of emergency camps for confinement.54 It is against this

background that prisons in Africa continue to operate only in highly bureaucratic states, such as

South Africa, which have succeeded in maintaining the prison system at the heart of the judicial

system.ss

4e Pete (n 48 above) 43.

so A"s above 45.

sr F Bernault 'The politics of enclosure in colonial and post colonial Africa' in Bernault (n z8 above) $'

s, As above, according to Bernault, the colonial polyers wanted free labour for their agricultural and public works

projects and prisoners were the source ofsuch labour.

ss As above 3.

5a As above 12.

ss As above 39.
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2.4 Functions of prisons

The functions of prisons fit within two broad theories; utilitarian and retributive's6 The

utilitarian theory seeks to punish the offender for the general welfare of society, thus

incapacitation is supposed to deter the offender, minimize the rate of crime and rehabilitate him

for his own good. The retributive theory regards the offender's wrongdoing as deserving of a

punishment whose amount should be proportionate to the extent of wrongdoing. Based on these

theories, prisons are perceived as having multiple and sometimes conflicting purposes that may

range from custody, coercion and correction to prevention, deterrence and reform.sz Foucault

notes that penal imprisonment covers the deprivation of liberty so that the person pays his debt

not only to the victim but also the society by transforming that person into a law abiding

citizen.ss Muntingh concurs observing thaU

[p]risons must house people in a humane manner but simultaneously appeal to the punitive

nature of prisons - order and security must be maintained while providing an effective deterrent,

and appease Political oPinion.ss

Rule Sg of the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners

(IJNSMR) states that;

[t]he purpose and justification of a sentence of imprisonment or a similar measure deprivative of

liberty is ultimately to protect society against crime. This end can only be achieved if the period of

imprisonment is used to ensure that upon his return to society, the offender is not only willing but

able to lead a law-abiding and seH-suppofing life'

Article ro of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), provides that,

1. All persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with humanity and with respect for

the inherent dignity of the human person'

2. (a) Accused persons shall, save in exceptional circumstances, be segregated from

convicted persons and shall be subject to separate treatment appropriate to their status as

unconvicted Persons;

s6 CL Ten Crime , guilt ond punishment : A philosophiwl introduction (t98il +-S'

sz G Hawkins'The prison' in Killinger et al (n 44 above) r; K Frimpong 'Botswana' and TMD Pereira'Brazil' in D van

zvf s"rit 6. F Diilkel (eds) rmpnsonment today init to^orro*, inteinational perspectiues on prisoners rights and

prisonconditiorts (zoor) 82 and 223.

s8 Foucault (n z9 above) 232-233.

ss Muntitrgh (n z above) 5.
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(b) Accused juvenile persons shall be separated from adults and brought as speedily as

possible for adjudication. 3. The penitentiary system shall comprise treatment of

prisoners the essential aim of which shall be their reformation and social rehabilitation.

Juvenile offenders shall be segregated from adults and be accorded treatment appropriate

to their age and legal status.

The Human Rights Committee when interpreting article ro of the (ICCPR)6' stated that 'no

penitentiary system should be only retributory; it should essentially seek the reformation and

social rehabilitation of the prisoner.'6, Articl e L7(s) of the African Charter on the Rights and the

Welfare of the Child (ACRWC) provides that,

[t]he essential aim of treatment of every child during the trial and also if found guilty of the penal

law shall be his or her reformation, re-integration into his or her family and social rehabilitation'

What emerges from the various schools of thought is that a central feature of the prison is

control over the individual in order to achieve the purpose of imprisonment. A prison system

controls every aspect of the prisoners' life starting from what time the prisoner wakes up, what

and how they eat, what activities they engage in, the clothes that they wear and who they can

interact with. Whatever purpose imprisonment intends to achieve, control is a necessary tool in

facilitating it.

Imprisonment achieves incapacitation because it isolates the individual from free society where

the person cannot directly offend the community.6" The prison experience serves a deterrent

function because the person should have learnt his or her lesson and in future is expected to

prevent the person from offending again.6e Deprivation of liberry serves both the functions of

punishment and retribution because taking away a person's liberty is a punishment' In addition,

the victim is perceived to receive justice by having the offender serve the punishment' The

reformative function is based on the realisation that imprisonment often is for a limited time

period and that the person must return to society. As such, the offender must by the time of

their release see the error of their ways and live in accordance with accepted norms.6+ Since that

6o GA. res. 22ooA eO(), zr U.N. GAoR Supp. (No. 16) at 52, U.N. Doc. Al63t6 (1966), 999 U.N.T.S. tTt,enteredinto

force 23 March 1976.

6, General C,omment no. 21, para 10.

6, Hawkins (n 57 above) 5; R Johnson Hard time: IJnderstanding andreforming the prison (1996) rS'

6s LS Branham & S Krantz Sentencing, corrections and prisoners' rights (tgg+) 3, sec El.Glaeser 'An overview of

crime urrd puoi"hment'tiggq) 2o wasf,ington: World nank. ttlimeogtulh"d, rggg, J Galtung 'The social functions of a

prison' (rqS8) 6 (z) Social Problems rz7-t4o.

o+ N Morris The fun:o:e of imprisonment (tgZ4) 16; CHS Jayewardene and DJN Jayasuriya The management of
correctional institutions (rg8r) zt.
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individual must live in a community, the reintegration function helps him to return to the society

that he had wronged and take their appropriate place as a law abiding citizen.6s

It could be argued that the functions that prisons are supposed to serve have not been achieved

compounded by problems in the prison system. Due to chronic overcrowding (discussed in detail

below), there have been attempts to introduce frameworks which deal with non-custodial

sentencing. These include the Kampala Declaration on Prison Conditions in Africa (1996), the

Kadoma Declaration on Community Service Orders (rggil and the Ouagadougou Declaration on

Accelerating Penal and Prison Reform (zooz). A discussion on non-custodial sentencing is

outside the scope of this study.66

2.5 The evolution of prisoners'rights

prisoners' rights is a term used to describe a penal or policy regime that respects the prisoner's

inherent dignity as a person and recognises that he does not surrender the lau/s protection on

being imprisoned.6z In ninth-century Europe, it was argued that the standard of life for prisoners

should not be better than that of free labourers outside; the notion of less eligibility as

propounded by Herman Mannheim.6s The prison was intended to cause the prisoner much

suffering so as to repay the harm that had been caused to the victim.6s In some cases, it was

argued that prisons were humane in that they sacrificed a few people to save others by deterring

would be criminals.zo Since prisons initially were run for a profit and later considered a place

where criminals should be securely confined away from law abiding society, there was ample

opportunity for ill-treating prisoners and maximising profits'

The development of prisoners' rights in medieval England was the result of two issues; delays

before the trial leading to the development of the Habeas Corpus Act of 1679 and the

imprisonment of small debtors that plunged them further into debt requiring legislative

es EL Rubin 'The inevitability of rehabilitation' (zoor) ry Lau and Inequality Journal945.

oo L Muntingh'Alternative sentencing in Africd in sarkin (n r above) t78'2o3.

az G Zellick'The case for prisoner's rights' inJC Freeman Prisons past andfuture (t978) to5.

68 Garland (n 3o above) tr; Jeremy Bentham refers to this idea as the rule of severity ald ar-gues that when a person's

liberty is tui."iu*^y, iiJq;ri""r ad"m of daily comforts and therefore serves the principle of less eligibility'

6s Johnson (n 6z above) r5. He notes that the first known prisonthat was built in 64BC was built under the sewers of

Rome with th" 
"ole 

prr.po"" of punishing the prisoners who were kept in the cages.

zo A"s above 29.
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intervention in the first half of the eighteenth century.7l From t77g, when John Howard was

appointed High Sheriff of Bedfordshire, he got involved in reforms in Bedford prison, his local

prison and documented this in a book, The state of the prison published in 17773" He inspired

other reformers who improved the conditions of prisoners'ze

In America, the Quakers, a religious group, who were appalled by the cruelty of torture and

execution as modes of punishment in the prisons at the time and the fact that death meant

finality, came up with the idea of the penitentiary, a place of separation, where criminals could

think upon their evil deeds and repent.z+ This set the stage for the states of Philadelphia and New

york to open prisons based on the euakers model that condemned brutalisation of the prisoner

and focused on ending capital and corporal punishments and led to the adoption of the law of 5

April rzgo.zs The actions of John Howard and the Quakers were the first steps in the protection

of prisoners' rights.

In the 1gth, 19tr and early 2oth centuries, attempts at obtaining judicial protection of prisoners'

rights yielded mixed results in various jurisdictions' In R u Higgirc' a gaoler and warder were

charged with the murder of a prisoner who had died as a result of unhealthy conditions and this

was held to be a breach of the trust which the law reposed in them'26 In contrast ' in Ruffin u

Commonwealth,the court observed that prisoners had no rights; any rights they once had were

forfeited while they were incarcerated as part of the price that they had to pay 'n The court stated

that the only rights that the prisoner had were those that the law in its humanity accorded him'28

Less than fifty years later in south Africa, in whittaker and Morant u Roos and Batemcn' the

court held that prisoners 'were entitled to all their personal rights and personal dignity which

z, Treverton-Jones (n 36 above) z'

z, E Stockdale 'John Howard and Bedford Prison' in JC Freeman (n 67 above) 15-24'

zs sir George paul in Gloucestershire who introduced visits by the governor, wa-rders, doctor and chaplain, Elizabeth

f.y*Uo wis involved in Newgate prisonfor 30 yea$ from 1816'

za To Murton .prison Management: The past, the present and the. possible future' in ME wolfgang Prisons" Present

and possible (tgZil S;Vf U?.f,af 'ao a-"ri""r, .JJttioo' the hisiory of prisons in the United States from 1777 to

rSTTt Stanford I-aw School (ISSS).

zs Morris (n 64 above) 4.

zo (y7go) 17 State Tr 3o9;2 Sua 883.

zz Supreme court of virginia,6z Ya.7go r87rVa. LE)ilS 89; 21 Gratt. 79O'

za BranhaE & Krantr (n 63 above) rz8.
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were not taken away by law, or necessarily inconsistent with the circumstances in which they had

been placed.'zs In 1945, an English court held in Arbon u Anderson, that prison rules did not

confer rights on prisoners that could be enforced by court action.so Eight years later, in Stroud u'

Swopd, a federal circuit judge in America asserted: '[w]e think it well settled that it is not the

function of the courts to superintend the treatment and discipline of persons in penitentiaries"''

These mixed findings of various courts did not clarify the judicial protection of prisoners' rights'

After the Second world war (wwz) and with the formation of the United Nations organisation

(UN), human rights were codified in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)'8'This

led to the specific protection of the right to liberry and protection of rights upon the deprivation

of liberty.ss Soon thereafter, minimum standards to which prisoners should be treated were

adopted - the LrN standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (UNSMR)'8+ other

applicable I-IN standards include, the code of conduct for Law Enforcement officialses' the

principles of Medical Ethics relevant to the role of Health Personnel, Particularly Physicians, in

the Protection of Prisoners and Detainees against Torture and other cruel' Inhuman or

Degrading Treatment or Punishments6 and the Body of Principles for the Protection of All

Persons under Any Form of Detention or Imprisonment'87

other instruments such as the ICCpRss which deal with general human rights, also protect

prisoners' rights. While drafting article ro of ICCPR, it was argued that a person should not be

regarded as unworthy simply because he has been convicted of an offence but he may be

7e t9r2 AD 92.

8o [1943] rBz5zi' [rS+g]AlERr54.

e, r87 F. zd. 85o, 9th circuit, r95r.

8z GA res. r7z A (III), ro December 1948.

Bs Art 3, UDHR; see also t A Rehof 'Article s' in G Alfredsson and A Eide (eds) 
"he 

[Jniuersal Declaration of Human

n,glrrs"trSSS) 8q; cM svf.*'ifr" p"i* of iilprisonment' in GG Killinger et al (n 4z above) 1o'

8q Adopted August 30, 1955, by the First United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of

Offenders, U.N. Doc. A/CONF/6u, annex I, n.S.C. ."t. 663C,24 U'N' ESCOR Supp' (N9' r) at rr' U'N' Doc' E/3o48

a"r;;), ";";J"a 
n.s.c. ," i.'2o7o,62 u'N. ESC.R supp. (Ni' r) at 35, u'N' Doc' E/s988 (rgzz)'

es Adopted by the General Assembly on r7 December 1979, GA res' 34h69.

eo Adopted by the General Assembly on t8 December 1982, GA res. 371194.

sz Adopted by the General Assembly on 9 December 1988, GA res. $1L73.

e8 See art 3
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subjected to special handling because he is not in the same situation as a free person.se A person

is sent to prison as a punishment by taking away his freedom, not for any additional

punishment.so The Human Rights Committee has stated that 'treating all persons deprived of

their liberry with humanity and with respect for their dignity is a fundamental and universally

applicable rule'.s' The law therefore should accord the person procedures and facilities for

ensuring that his or her treatment is at all times just, fair and humane. Whatever happened

elsewhere, prisoners' rights found a less than receptive audience in Africa'

Finally, there are several special categories of prisoners whose rights need to be protected in

addition to generalised protection of prisoners' rights because they are particularly vulnerable'

These include prisoners with disabilities, mentally challenged, juvenile, pregnant and nursing

mothers as well as children accompanying their mothers to prison. These particular vulnerable

groups are however outside the scope ofthis study'

2.6 Overview of the human rights situation inAfrican prisons

prisons in African states have been plagued with many problems accentuated by state specific

social, political, historical and economic factors' Among the common problems are)

overcrowding, antiquated buildings, corruption, lack of separate facilities for various categories

of prisoners and poor governance resulting in human rights violations'g" These can be classified

either as systemic problems or issues resultant from systemic problems' There are several

sources that provide an analysis of the systemic and other problems in prisons resulting in

human rights violations.ss

ss N Jayawiclc ana The judicial appliution of human rights law: National, regional and international iurisprudence

(zooz) 4zT.Thedrafters opined that thc p"rroi'i"*"",it"a i" ."rp""t f;; iri" ihysical and moral digmty, to material

conditioru and treatmen-t U;n-tti"g tt 
"t 

aig"iay, sympathy and kindness; UN Document A,14o45, section 49'

so Johnson (n 6z above) to; see D vanZylsmit 'Humanising Imprisonment: A European Project? (zooo; 12 European

Journal of Crimhwl Policy ro7-r2o.

sr Para 4, Human Rights Q6rmmi[[ss, General Comment zl'(t992)'

s, J Sarkin' An overview of human rights in prisons worldwide' in Sarkin (n r above) 13'

e3 Most recently Sarkin (n r above).
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Overcrowding of prisons has been singled out as the primary problem of African prison systems

and consequently resulting in human rights violations.s+ Overcrowding increases the spread of

communicable diseases, makes the attainment of hygiene and sanitation standards difficult and

violates the dignity of people due to the inhumane conditions that they are subjected to. This is

compounded by poor infrastructure that has not expanded to accommodate the growing

numbers of prisoners. Research has shown that in 64 percent of the African states, the prison

population increased between zooz and 2oo6.es Of the 36 states on which information is

available, zo have occupancy rates of 14o per cent and higher'e0

One direct result of overcrowding is poor prison conditions. In Benin, for example, the prison

conditions are so deplorable as a result of overcrowding yet the government officials admit they

are helpless about it.sz The problem of overcrowding can be attributed to a weak democratic state

that is not accountable to its citizens as is the case in the Democratic Republic of the Congo

(DRC), where there have reportedly been z6 deaths since January 2oo8 due to inadequacy of

food for the large number of prisoners.es In Uganda, the Daily Monitor, a leading newspaper

reported that 'an estimated 34,ooo prisoners countrywide would starve to death if the

government failed to mobilise just over US$9 million to feed them'.es In Cote D'Ivoire prisoners

die of nutrient deficiencies.loo A report by a committee in Kenya to investigate the prison

s+ V Dankwa.Overcrowding in African Prisons' in Sarkin (n r above) 83, also see generalJy; 'Prison overcrowding'

http:/-/hrw.orglr"p"rt f zoo'O[uineaoaoO/5.htm*-toct43L3S72o (accessed r9 August zoo8)'

ss R Wamsley'World Prison Population, Seventh Edition'
http://wu,^/.kcl.ac.uk/depsta/la{resear"nfi"pVa.*"f.ads/world-prison-pop-seventh'pdf 

(accessed 4 September

2oo8).

s6 International Cente for Prison Studies (n r above).

ez'gsnin; Prison conditions violate human rights' 3o July zoo8,

http://www.irinnews.org/Report.asp_x?ReporUdigSz3 (accessed 4- September zoo8), also see 'Cruel prison

;;iifi.; d"-"g" r"fd"# h"il.n riints recor,a' 5 No*-U"-t zooT Nyasa Times available on

h6r7***;ffi;dth;-/p-bto?n"try."t"l6togn.,tyto=258r (accessed 4 September zoo8)'

sB ,DRC: prisoners dying of hunger in Kasai Oriental' http://www.irinnews.org/report'aspx?RePortlD=79375
(accessed 19 August zoo8).

ee,Uganda: Over 3O,OOO prisoners at risk of starving to death'29 July zoo8.

http://www.monitor.co.ug/artman/publish/""*r/S-a-ooo-p.i"o.r"i.-face-starvation-68975.shtml 
(accessed 3r

October zoo8)

1oo'COTE D'IVOIRE: Malnutition concerns in country's prisons'2 September zoo8,

http//www.irinnews.org/Report.aspx?Reportld=8on5 (iccessed 5 September 2oo8)'
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conditions highlighted the deplorable state of affairs not only for prisoners but for staff who

work in the prisons.'o'

Health and sanitation facilities in most prisons leave a lot to be desired. Nutrition is often

inadequate leading to deaths and exposing prisoners to avoidable health problems. Luzira prison

in Uganda was built to hold 6oo people and holds more than six times that number leading to

rapid infection with tuberculosis resulting in approximately 2oo deaths per year.lo2 At a

conference in 1999, a doctor who had visited the prisons in Malawi stated:

[prisoners] share the available space with rats, bats, cockroaches, flies, mosquitoes and many

other visible and invisible things. Very many of them dreadfully pathogenic. These prisons have

overflowing toilets and septic tanks, broken showers, smashed windows, and dirty kitchens' The

cells are packed with inmates who sleep head to toes and who sweat like pigs in the hot season

This more or less completes the picture"'"os

HIV and AIDS are key challenges to African prisons with international data showing that HIV

prevalence among prisoners is between two to fifty times higher than that of the general adult

population.,o+ According to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (I'INODC), the

systemic problems such as overcrowding increase the chances for sexual violence and which are

partly responsible for the spread of HIV in prisons and cause an increase in opportunistic

infections such as TB.'os HIV and AIDS are not just health concerns but a social one as prisoners

return to the communities from which they have come and there are no steps to arrest the spread

of infections in prison.

A recent feature of the law enforcement landscape in Africa is the idea of renditions as part of the

fight against terrorism. African prisons have been responsible for holding prisoners on transit to

,o, Report of the high level committee on the prisons crisis in Kenya, July 2oo8, on file with author

prisons heighten TB risk' http://www.Plusnews
rehabilitation' http://www

vn2oo8o614o85837868C533533 (accessed 19 August 2oo8)

,os pR[ 'The causes of poor prisoner health' z (zoo7) Prison Reform Briefing Newsletter 6.

roe UNODC,HIV and prisons in Sub-Saharan Africa'http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/frontpage/hiv-and-prisons-in-
sub-saharan-africa.html (accessed z o September zoo 8).

roz'lJgasda; Overcrowded
'Crowded prisons undermine

,os uNODC 'HIV and Prisons in sub-saharan Africa: opportunities for Action' in
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/frontpage/hiv-and-prLons-in-sub-saharan-africa.html (accessed 3r October zoo8)'
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other destinations and in the process using torture to obtain information from them'1o6 In many

of the cases, diplomatic assurances are used to guarantee that the prisoner will not be tortured

although it is well known that this is ignored by the receiving states'lo7 This has added to the

already existing phenomena of torture that is widely used in many prisons across the continent

including in Egpt, Uganda, Cameroon and Morocco''o8

These are just some of the problems that characterise prisons on the continent' The SMR are

clear about prisoners, rights and the dignity of the person is at the heart of this protection' some

states like south Africa, have taken steps towards the specific protection of prisoners' rights and

have consequently strengthened judicial protection at the domestic level''os continentally' more

needs to be done to ensure that there is protection of prisoners' rights and reacting to problems'

2.7 Conclusion

African states have supported imprisonment as one of the punishments in the criminal justice

system but the primary responsibility for the protection of prisoners' rights lies with the state'

The state holds prisoners on behalf of the people but has to ensure that they are treated

humanely within those facilities and that the reason for their incarceration is achieved

legitimately. states also ratify human rights instruments for the protection of their citizens and

have the responsibility to adhere to these legally enforceable instruments. The present situation

of prisons, as outlined in this chapter, can be improved if legal frameworks are adhered to by the

states parties. The next chapter outlines the regal framework for the promotion and protection of

prisoners' rights under the African system'

ro6 fuuls5ty International 'Amnesty International report 2Oo8, State of human rights in the world' (2oo8) 27 '

,oz Redress 
,Terrorism, counter-terrorism and torture: International law in the fight against terrorism' (zoo4) 3z'

1o8 JD Mujuzi ,An analysis of the approag! to tlj right to freedom from torture adopted by the African c'ommission on

U"-1" Ja peoples'nignt"trooO)'6 Alriun HuianRi,ghts Inu Journal /t27-428'

,oe See generally Muntingh (n z above)'
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CHAPTERTHREE

NORMATTVE FRAMEWORK: THE AFRICAN HUMAN RIGHTS

SYSTEM AND PRISONERS' RIGHTS

3.l lntroduction

Regional human rights systems play an important role in facilitating international human rights

protection.uo The protection of human rights must be within a legal system that articulates what

the rights are, what institutions are responsible and the applicable procedures for enforceability;

in other words, it must have constitutional and functional components. A'system' is defined as a

set of connected things or parts; an organised body of material or immaterial things'llr A system

is functional when there is an organisational structure that facilitates the working as an

integrated whole.,rz This chapter looks at the legal framework for the protection of prisoners'

rights within the African sYstem.

3.2 Ovenriew of the African Human Rights System

The term ,African system' describes the architecture of norrns and institutions comprised in the

core pan-continental human rights treaties adopted under the auspices of the Organisation of

African Unrty (OAU) and its successor, the African Union (AU)'"s The normative framework at

the regional level includes the Constitutive Act of the AU,rr+ the Charter, the ACRWC' and the

African Women's protocol. Other instruments include those relating to corruption, mercenaries'

1ro c Heyns et al .A schematic comparison of regional human rights systems' (zoo3) 3 Afriun Human Rights Law

Journal 76.

rrr RF. Allsn (ed) ?he Concise Oxford Dictionary (t99o).

uz gss AD Hall & RE Fagen Definition of system in system t-hinking- volume r (zoo3) 63-cited in W Wicomb 'The

complexity of identity 
-th" afrikrrr". io i ;fi$ 

-a:i* 
4fri;' Unpublished MA dissertation' Stellenbosch

University (zoo8) 53, also see D Juma'Access to"thJafrican Court oo tirr*"o and Peoples' Rights: a case of the

poacher tu.ned gamJkeepet' (zooil 2 Essex Human Rights Revieu 7'

,,s cA odinkalu .The role of case and complaints procedures in the reform of the African regional human rights

system' (zoor) r African.Elumcn Rights Law Journal zz6'

,,a OAU Doc. CAB/LEGlzs.rs(July u, zooo) (entered into force May z6,zoot)
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refugees, conservation of nature and combating terrorism.l's These, however, fall outside the

scope of this study. The institutions include the AU, the Commission, the African Court on

Human and peoples' Rights (African Court) and the African Committee of Experts on the Rights

and Welfare of the Child (African Children's Committee).1'6

g.z.a The African Charter on fluman and Peoples'Rights (rq8r)

The Charter is the central document of the African system and recognises individual rights as

well as human and peoples' rights, socio-economic rights in addition to civil and political

rights.rz The Charter was adopted at a time of increased scrutiny of states for their human rights

practices and the ascendancy of human rights as a legitimate subject in the international

discourse.r,e Initially, the OAU adhered to a strict interpretation of the principle of non-

interference, even at the expense of the rights and the lives of the citizens of member states'11e

with the establishment of the commission, there has been a greater interest in individual rights

and the Commission's jurisprudence in interpreting human and peoples'rights has grown'12o

The Charter makes no specific reference to 'prisoners' rights' but these rights can be implied

from reading the instrument, in particular, the right to 'respect the dignity inherent in a human

being,.r, An important question is why the Charter failed to address issues of prisoners' rights

when they had already been well established in the international human rights discourse' The

oAU was created at a time when the emphasis was on self-determination and the struggle

rrsForfulltexts;cHeyns&MKillander, compendiumofkeyhumanrightsinstrumentsoftheAfricanl/nion(zooz)'

116 gss \,ree Nmehielle The Alrican human rights system- its lcrus, practies, and institutions (zoor); GW Mugwanya

Human rights in Africa- enhancing human iiirl-iiri";i ,h" .e1,i"on ryOi9n1l-1"*y rights svstems (zoo3); &

Evans & Murray (n z3 above); Viljoen (n z4 abo"ve); R Muiray,EIu man righti in Africa: From the OAU to the AJrican

Union (zoo4).

,z odinkalu (n rg above) z3o; R Murray The African Commission on Human and Peoples' Righrs (zooo) u'

rr8 N[ ]\dutua, J[s African human rights system: A critical evaluation',
frttp/fd.-"ap.".gl""lr"p".tVd'oUa/la.rooo/papers/mutua.pdf (accessed tz September zoo8)'

rre p\ tu[s6 ahThe African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights. Practice and-procedures (tg96) za; G Nllt
,Future trends in nr*uo .ist t" i" ati*r th" i""r"us"J role of the deu' in Evans and Mruray (n z3 above) r-5; GM

wachira and A Ayinla, T#;t v"*r "t "l*irr" ".rio."ement 
of the recommendations of the African Commission on

il;;;;;d p;pi".' Ris^h;;;6""ilut" r"-"ay (2006) 6 Afican HumanRishts lano Jouraal 469'

rzo ry'iljqsn (n z4 above) 4r5.

121 As above 132.
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against racial discrimination in response to the ravages of colonialism.l22 Consequently, the

mandate of the drafters of the Charter was limited to:

'draw up an instrument based on African legal philosophy, which is responsive to African needs -
African needs in the sense of incorporating African traditional values and civilisation, which

should inspire and characterise the reflection and conception of African human rights.""s

Given the history of prisons discussed in Chapter TWo, it is submitted that prisoners' rights could

not have been explicitly included in the Charter as prisons did not represent African traditional

values and to include prisoners' rights would be to endorse the colonial system. However, many

Africans suffered under prisons and by the r85o's were a well established feature in Southern

Africa.

In 1995, the Commission adopted a Resolution on Prisons in Africa, which confirmed that the

rights in the Charter extended to all categories of persons including prisoners, detainees and all

persons deprived of their liberty.rz+ The resolution urged states to include in the reports

submitted to the Commission, under article 6z of the Charter, information on human rights

affecting the human rights of prisoners. How the Commission has addressed issues related to

prisoners' rights will be discussed in Chapter four'

g.2.2 The African Charter on the Rights andWelfare of the Child (rqgo)

The ACRWC was adopted soon after the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC;"s und

the reason for its adoption was the need to deal with specific issues of interest and importance to

children in Africa.,,6 It provides for the rights and duties of the African child and the obligations

of the member states in the promotion and protection of these rights.'"2 The ACRWC makes

specific reference to children within the context of administration of justice by providing that the

rzz Smshislls (n tr6 above) 75.

rzs As above 83.

'"0 ACHPR /Res.TgCXVII)gS.

rzs GA Res. 44lz;,adopted on z9 November 1989 and entered into force on z September 1990

,26 LG Muthoga ,Inboducing the African Charter on the Rights and_Welfare of the African Child and the Convention on

th" Ri;h15-"l"th" ct ita (rqqz) cited in Viljoen (n z+ abovl) z6z; M Gose T[e Afnc?\ Charter on the Rights and the

w"tiiiif nicnita <"it,iil,'t Sloth-Nielsen c. no vr"r-* 'suweying the research landscape to pro-mote children's

i"gii 
"gf,t 

il ; Af.fu ' @ooz) z African tt"*ii niin{t tow 
-,lo"init,T 

Kaime The convention on the Rights of the

Child and the cultural f"giim"ly of ihild."o'" rignt" ii atica: Some reflections' (zooS) 5 African Human Rights Inw
Journal zzt-238.

rzz See A Lloyd .A theoretical analysis of the reality of children's rights in africa: an inhoduction to the African Charter

o" tn" nigfrt! *d W"f"r" of the Child' (zooz) z Ay"on Human Rights Inw Journal rr-32'
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rights of children who are in prison shall be protected by separating them from adults and

ensuring that they are not subjected to torture, inhuman or degrading treatment or

punishment.,2s Article 17 provides that the purpose of imprisonment of a child is reformation

and re-integration back into family as well as social rehabilitation.

The responsibility for monitoring the implementation of the ACRWC is with the African

Children,s Committee whose functions largely duplicate those of the Commission.t2e The

Committee is mandated to receive and consider periodic state reportsl3o and consider

communications alleging violations of the ACRWC.131 By May zoo8, the Committee had not

examined any state report despite receiving the initial reports of Egypt, Mauritius, Rwanda,

Kenya and Nigeria between November 2c,c,6 and August 2oo7' Similarly' while two

communications have been lodged with it by May 2oo8, they had not been considered's'

The ACRWC is an important instrument for the protection of children in prison but the

Committee is yet to be seen as enforcing the provisions for the benefit of children' The

commission can draw inspiration from the ACRWC under articles 6O and 6r of the charter'

3.2.3 Protocol to the African charter on Human and Peoples'Rights on the Rights

of Women in Africa (zoo3)

Despite the wide ratification of the International Bill of Rights'ss and the Convention on the

Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination (CEDAIV)'3+, gender-based discrimination remained

128 Art 17.

12e Art 32.

rso Art 43.

,sr Art 44.

,sz J Biegon ,strides to celebrate, stifles to overcome: recent developments in the African human rights system' July

2 o o 7-Jdy z o o 8, SUR fn tertational J ourn al forthcoming December 2 o o 8.

rss UDHR arts z and 7; ICCpR arts 2(1), 3, z6; International Covenant on Economic, social and Cultural Rights' 1966

(ICESCR) 993 UNTS 3 arts' 2(2), 3.

rsa Convention on the Elimination of AII Forms of Discrimination against women, rgzg (CEDA\4I) rz+9 UNTS 13'
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rampant in Africa and there was thus a need to adopt a Protocol to address the issue''ss In

relation to women in prison, article z4ft)) provides for the special protection of 'women in

distress'. It provides that:

[t]he state Parties undertake to:

(b) ensure the right of pregnant or nursing women or women in detention by providing them with

an environment which is suitable to their condition and the right to be treated with dignity'

This provision is problematic starting with the isolation of 'women in distress' because it lumps

many different categories of women with diverse needs and places an obligation on state parties

to take some undefined action. In addition, the reference to 'which is suitable to their condition'

is too general therefore making compliance difficult. The vagueness of the provision, despite its

reference to women in prison, makes it difficult to implement. The Protocol fails to specifically

recognise that the needs of women prisoners are different from those of male prisoners and must

be addressed as such.'s6

3.2.4 African Youth Charter (zoo6)

The Africa Youth Charter was adopted on z July zoo6 but two years later in July zooS had only

six ratifications and is yet to come into force as it requires r5 ratifications.lsT Article 18 makes

reference to young persons in detention and the kind of treatment that they should receive'

Article r8(d) highlights the purpose of imprisonment as reformation, social rehabilitation and

re-integration into family life which is similar to article 17 e) of the ACRWC' Although the Youth

Charter is yet to come into force, article 14 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties of

1969 provides that when states sign and ratify an instrument, it signifies their intention to be

bound by and adhere to the obligations arising from the instrument' The Youth charter

therefore provides an additional basis on which the states parties can act to protect prisoners'

rights.

,ss F Banda ,Blazing a Eail: the African protocol on women's rights comes into force' (zooo) t Journal of Afriun lnw'

5o.

rs6 see, L vetten ,The imprisonment of women in Africa' in sarkin (n r above) r34-r54; u^nas!g| 'women in Prison: A

commentary on the standard Mi"i-;-^-Rd;- tor 'the rrlaiment of offenders' (zoo5; 3'

www.unodc.org/documents/justice-and-p.i"o"-."fott"l*"m"rr-und-imprisonment.pdf 
- (accessed tZ September

2oo8)

,sz http://M.africa-union .orglrootlaulDocuments/Treaties/Eeaties.htm (accessed u September zooS)
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3.3 Soft Law

Standards, principles and declarations are categorised as soft law and represent the general

intent of the parties. They are usually not legally binding but are of persuasive value. Soft law

may in some cases evolve into customary law if it meets the minimum requirements of settled

practice (usus) and the acceptance of an obligation to be bound (opinio juris siue necessitates).'sa

In the African system, this may be drafted by the Commission or may emanate from a conference

in relation to a specific issue. The Commission has adopted several resolutions that directly

affect prisoners' rights discussed below.

8.8.1 principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Fair Trial and Legal Assistance in

Africa (zoog)

The right to a fair trial is a fundamental human right, more so for those who are deprived of their

liberry or are facing the prospect of deprivation of their libergr.'se In order to address several

aspects that were missing in the charter such as the right to public hearings, interpretation'

protection against self incrimination and double jeopardy,'+o the Principles and Guidelines on

the Right to a Fair Trial and Legal Assistance in Africa'+l were formulated.'+'They provide for the

right to humane treatment of persons in detentionra3 and. the supervision of places of detention

by an external monitoring body.r++ These Principles present a guiding structure through which

the rights contained in the Charter can be realised practically. Further, the protection of the right

to a fair trial is the first step in protecting prisoners' rights as judicial interventions can take

place at any point during the trial if the accused is in custody and are legally binding on the

detaining authorities.

,sa J Dugard In ternational law: A South Afican prspectiue (zooS) 29:38'

,3e See generally; T van de walt & S de la Harpe'The right to pre--1rial silence as part of the right to a free and fair trial:

An oveiriew' (iooS) 5 Afican Human Rights I'aw J ournal 7o-88'

,ao C Helms 'Civil and political rights in the African Charter in Evans and Murray (23 above) r55'

,q, Accessible on http://www.achpr.org/english/declarations/Guidelines-Trial-en'html (accessed lz September

zoo8).

raz Aimed at buttressing arts 5, 6, 7 and z6 of the African Charter'

rag part M para 7.

tqq Part M para 8.
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3.3.2 Resolution on Guidelines and Measures for the Prohibition and Prevention

of Torture, Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment in Africa

- Robben Island Guidelines (zooz)

Africa registers the highest incidence of torture and ill-treatment in the world with documented

acts of torture, extra-judicial executions and arbitrary arrests committed in 3z countries''+s The

Robben Island.Guidelines'+6 were developed to provide a torture-specific instrument to address

the prevalent problem of torture in Africa.r+z The Robben Island Guidelines are structured to

deal with torture in three ways.l4' First, states are required to prohibit torture by ratifying

existing legal instruments and using domestic legislation to criminalise torture.'+s Second, states

should prevent torture by putting in place safeguards that prevent torture from happening

especially during the different stages of criminal procedure where torture is likely to be used''so

Education and awareness raising are emphasised as a way of preventing torture' Third' in case

torture happens, the Robben Island Guidelines provide for how to respond to the needs of

victims.ls, The follow-up mechanism that was adopted has a focus mainly on the dissemination

of the Robben Isrand Guidelines. The practical implementation of Robben Island Guidelines is

discussed in ChaPter Four below'

.as ArnnesV International Report zooT,htfp.l lreportzooT.amnesty'org/eng/Homepage 
(accessed zr October 2oo8)

,qo Adopted by the Commission at the 3znd Session , 17 - 23October, zOOz: Banjul' The Gambia'

,az JB Ni@gezo & p l.essene Robben Island Guidelines for the prohibition and preuention of torture: Practicol

g uide foi implementation (zo o8) S'

rc8 For a detailed analysis see; APT, Robben-Island Guidelines - Introduction'

http://www.apt."nl-otioil-ui"* iiiitrsotl^rgpo/f"."".,ed ll Septe;;;zooa); also-see' JD Mujuzi'safeguarding

the right to freedom t .ritl.o..j ilid;, rnl {lui"" I.r*J cuiaair"", u"p"uii"u"d LLM dissertarion, universitv

of Pretoria (zooS) S3-SZ.

,es pafr I (paras r-r9).

rso Part II (paras zo-48).

rsr Part III (paras 49-50)
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B.B.B lhe Ouagadougou Declaration and Plan of Action on Accelerating Prison

and Penal Reform in Africa (zooz)

The Ouagadougou Declarationls2 was the result of the second Pan-African Conference on Prison

and penal Reform held in Burkina Faso in 2ooz.The conference discussed the key challenges to

implementing prison reform with specific reference made to the large number of prisoners and

weak prison governance. However, the Ouagadougou Declaration uses non-specific language in

formurating the guidelines that may be difficult to implement. Its most important feature is the

recognition that states alone cannot bring about reforms in prisons - that there needs to be

partnerships with various stakeholders.lffi overall, it provides useful direction for states that

intend to bring about reforms into their prison systems through its proposals'

8.4 Conclusion

This chapter has highlighted what the legal framework in the African system for the promotion

and protection of prisoners, rights is. The current framework fails to adequately enumerate

prisoners, rights leaving them mostly to be read into generalised human rights instruments'

without a sound legal framework, the protection of rights is more difficult starting with the

problem of identifying the rights and enforcing them. An African charter on Prisoners' Rights

drafted by the central, Eastern and Southern Heads of correctional services (cEscA) in zooz

represented the first real effort at providing a comprehensive legal framework for the protection

of prisoners, rights but this is yet to be tabled to the uN's African member states as had been

agreedduringthedrafting.u+ThesoftlawthattheCommissionhasdevelopedtodatehasnot

specifically elaborated on prisoners' rights in the Charter' and thus further compounding the

problem of not clearly defining prisoners' rights'

,s, Adopted by Resolution ACHPR /Res'64QOO(V)o3'

rss Para t recognises that the problems arising in prisons must be addressed by all the criminal justice agencies and

through concerted strategies'

,sa A Dissel 
,Rehabilitation and reintegration in Alrican Prisons' in sarkin (n r above) 16o'
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CIIAPTER FOUR

PROMOTION AND PROTECTION OF PRISONER,S, RIGHTS: AN

ANALYSIS OF THE INTERVENTIONS OF THE AIIRICAIV

CoMMISsIoN oN HUMAN AND PEoPLES, RIGHTS

4.r Introduction

This chapter assesses how the mandate of the Commission has been used in relation to the

promotion and protection of prisoners' rights. It describes the relationships between the various

activities of the commission and investigates how they link up as part of an overall strategy for

the protection of prisoners' rights. The analysis is based on a review of annual activity reports of

the Commission, state reports and promotion and fact-finding mission reports published from

october 1996 to May zoo8. One year that is significant for prisoners' rights in Africa is 1996' as

this is when the SRP was appointed. 'ss

4.2 Understanding the mandate of the Commission

4.2.r Promotion

The purposes of the Commission are to promote and protect human and peoples' rights' to

interpret the provisions of the Charter and to perform any other tasks assigned to it by the

Assembly of Heads of State and Government (AH$Q)'rso The promotional mandate's7 includes

the collection of documents, undertaking studies and research, holding of seminars, symposia

and conferences, as well collaboration with national and international institutions that deal with

human rights, together with the formulation of rules and principles to solve legal problems''sa

,ssAll activity reports for the C-nmmission since t996
t tip77***.uchp..oig/".rglish/-info/index-activity-en'htrnl'

are the African C,ommission's website

rs6 Art 45 of the African Charter; for detailed d.iscussion see, Viljoen (n z4 above) 3r7; Murray The Alrican

Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights and International Inu (zooo) 14'

rsz Arts +s(rXa), (b) and (c)'

,s8 uo umozurike The Afio* Charter on Human and Peoples'Rights (tgg) 7o; Nmehielle (n n6 above) 176'
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State reporting is the backbone of the promotional activities of the commission'ue under article

6z ofthe Charter, states parties report on the extent of the implementation of the rights and

freedoms, as well as how duties have been carried out.16o The 1998 Guidelines for National

periodic Reports require states to report on various issues, including civil and political rights as

well as steps taken to protect specific groups such as 'other oppressed and/or disadvantaged

groups.'r6, Although prisoners are not specifically identified as a group by the guidelines' they are

a disadvantaged and wlnerable group in need of protection as discussed in chapter TWo above'

Non-governmental organisations participate in state reporting through shadow reporting to

provide alternate or additional information from what is presented by the state''62 Upon

submission of state reports, the Commission engages the state party in a discussion based on the

report submitted, information collected from shadow reports or country visits and a

questionnaire prepared by the secretariat.r6e These questions are not sent in advance to the state

parry to prepare responses thus diluting the quality of constructive dialogue as the state parties

are not always adequately prepared to answer the questions. Thematic special Rapporteurs ask

questions specifically related to their portfolios thus providing the opportunity to the SRP to

engage the state parry on prisoners' rights and conditions of detention' The commission issues

concluding observations that are transmitted to the state party and may require comments to be

issued by the state party within a fixed time frame'16+

The special mechanisms to promote the work of the commission are special Rapporteurs (sRs)

and working Groups (wcs). SRs have a formal and detailed mandate adopted by the

commission as the basis for their work.ros The folrowing sRs have been appointed by the

Commission: Special Rapporteur on Extra-judicial, Summary or Arbitrary Executions in Africa

,5e Murray (n 156 above) 16.

160 M Evans et al'The reporting mechanism of the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights' in Evans & Murray

(n z3 above) 4o.

16r f,splintsd in C Heyns HumanRights lau inAlrica' 2C,C,4569; see Viljoen (u z4 above) 368-39r

162 Nmehielle (n u6 above) 3o9-3r9; Viljoen (n z4 above) 406'412

'og Viljoen (n z4 above) 376.

roa Rnle 86(r) of the Rules of Procedure, reprinted in Heyns and Killander (n rr5 above) r48-r7o'

16s viljoen (n z4 above) 4oo.
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(1994);166 Special Rapporteur on prisons and Conditions of Detention in Africa (tgg6);'0t Special

Rapporteur on the Rights of Women in Africa (1999);'68 Special Rapporteur on Freedom of

Expression in Africa (2oo1);16e Special Rapporteur on Human Rights Defenders in Africa

(2oo4);t7o and the Special Rapporteur on Refugees, Asylum Seekers and Internally Displaced

persons in Africa (zoo5;.rn Nearly all the mandates of the SRs can be interpreted to include

some or all prisoners' rights but only the SRP has the specific and direct mandate in this

regard.rzz wGs, on the other hand, are ad hoc innature and are constituted to conduct research

on emerging issues or issues related to the commission's work' They are more exploratory in

nature, comprising Commissioners and individual experts'l73 For this study' the most relevant

WG is the one that developed the Robben Island Guidelines and was converted into a follow-up

committee to promote the contents of the Guidelines after the completion of its mandate'l74

The Commission also organises workshops, conferences and seminars to disseminate

information on the charter and on a variety of human rights topics' At most sessions' the

commission adopts a list of issues that it would like to pursue through seminars and

conferences.rzs The Commission may collaborate with other stakeholders to organise the

workshops, sometimes resulting in the adoption of frameworks that elaborate and supplement

the provisions of the charter.l76 In the last four ordinary sessions, the commission has not

,66 Eighth annual activity report of t: STf ion, reprinted in R Murray & M Evans Documents oJ the African

comiission on Human indPeoples Rights (zoor) 5o9

,62 Tenth annual activitY rePort'

168 Eleventh annual activity report'

r6s Fifteenth annual activity report.

rzo Seventeenth annual activity report'

rzr f,,ighfssnth annual activity report'

'2" Viljoen (n 3 above) t27-t35.

'zs Rule z8 of the Rules of Procedure'

rza Asi above; also see Section 3'3'z of the Robben Island Guidelines'

rzs see for example paragraph 3o, Final communiqu6 of the commission at the forty-second ordinary session

http://www.a"np..o.g7"'rililfif"o"--r*qrr".7"."irJ"iOfiz-""'t't*t 
(accessed r5 October 2oo8)'

'26 Viljoen (n z4 above) 4o5.
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scheduled prisoners' rights and conditions of detention as one of the issues to be discussed in

workshops and seminars.lz

Another mechanism of the Commission is thematic or country-specific resolutions that play a

similar role to General Comments issued by t N treaty bodies. They elaborate the rights

contained in the Charter or address human rights issues emanating from a state even where no

complaints that have been received but gross human rights violations are known to be taking

place.'zs

Inputs by NGOs are a crucial component of the Commission's work, providing not only

information on state reporting, but also bringing to its attention human rights violations arising

on the continent.,zs Rules 75 and Z6 of theCommission's Rules of Procedure provide for observer

and consultative status that NGOs may have with the Commission. By July zoo8, over 38o

NGOs had been granted observer status by the Commission.lso It is now an established practice

that NGOs have a forum immediately prior to the ordinary sessions of the Commission and this

forum may produce proposals and resolutions tabled before the Commission.'8'

At the domestic level, NHRIs are acknowledged as valuable in contributing towards the

promotion and protection of human rights despite the criticism that they receive by virtue of

being quasi-government institutions and that they may deflect attention from state actions''8'

NHRIs have in the last few years become a feature of the African system starting with the

Togolese National Human Rights Commission, which was established in June 1987. Over half

the states in Africa have NHRIs.rss The Commission grants affiliate status to NHRIs, which is a

rn See http://www.achpr.org/english/-info/past-en.html (accessed z3 October- zooS). The, communiqu6s of the

r"*i;;;;i;;'to tn" fo,fi."rrlon i" noGctive on the commission's *"btit" thus the status could not be established'

,ze Viljoen (n z4 above) 4oz, for a list of the resolutions of the Commission, see

nttpT)***.u"irpr.o.gi 
".rglish/-info/index-resolutions-en.html 

(accessed g october zoo8)

,zs Nmehielle (n u6) 3rr.

r8o Jv,'snty-fqurth annual activity report.

r8r gss fe1 example; NGO Forum: 3 - 5 May, 2oo8 organised by the African Centre for Democracy and Human Rights

Studies (ACDHRS) in report above.

182 C Idike 'Deflectionism or activism? The Kenya National Commission on Human RighS in focus (zoo4) 1 Essex

Human Rights Reuiew 4t

,es B. Burdeh, 'Human Rights Commissions' in Hossain, Kamal et al., (eds), Humgn Rrghts Commissions and

OmbudsmanOjfices: Nationil ExperiencesThroughouttheWorld(zooo) 8o1 in Idike above 4r.
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special observer status similar to the one issued to NGOs and they thus have audience before the

Commission and can be consulted on human rights issues''8a

4.2.2 Protection

The protective mandate consists of individual and inter-state complaints to the Commission as

well as on-site protective and fact finding missions.'8s The consideration of individual complaints

(communications) is one of the leading procedures applied in holding states to account for their

obligations under the Charter.,86 Communications are submitted in accordance with article ss

while article 56 provides the conditions that it must meet if it is to be considered by the

Commission.rsz After the case is admitted, the Commission considers the merits and may hear

oral evidence and call witnesses where it deems it necessary.rss fhs decision of the Commission

remains confidential until the AHSG decide otherwise'18s

When there are allegations of widespread and systemic human rights violations, the Commission

may undertake on-site protective or fact-finding missions to assist it in making decisions on the

communications before it.,so There has been little enthusiasm for this approach and even where

such missions have been carried out, the link with the communications has not always been

clear.,e, In this study, a distinction is made between evidence collection for purposes of

considering communications done orally at the ordinary sessions and on-site missions where the

Commission visits various locations to collect information. Fact-finding missions provide the

184 Resolution on granting affiIiate status to national human rights institutions,

hnn,77***.""hpi.o.g/"igli"hli"fo/"fmi"t"-"".hml (acces*sed r4 September .zoo8); see also; Protectors or
pretenders: Gouernment Human nigLt" 

t 
Co-mirsi"ns in Africa: -Regional initiatives

ItpTl***.U.".org/."po.t"/ zootlafrcalovervi6w/initiative.['-nl (accessed 14 October zoo8)

,8s Viljoen (n z4 above) 3r9.

186 (J662urike (n r58 above) 75; Viljoen (n z4 above) 3r9.

,82 See Janaara u The Gambia (zooo) AHRLR roZ (ACHPR zooo)'

rea ry'iljesn (n e4 above) 34o.

'8e Art S9(1).

,so Art 46 of the African Charter; also see T Mutangi 'Fact-finding missions or omissions? A critical analysis of the

African Co mission on Uuman and peopl".' nignL;izooo) tz EasiAfricanJournal of Peace and Human Rights r'

's, Viljoen (note z4 above) 3$:364.
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Commission with an opportunity to visit prisons with the view of investigating received

complaints and make informed decisions.'s2

The Commission is also required to consider inter-state communications under article 49 of the

Charter if a state parry has good reason to believe that another state has violated the provisions

of the Charter. The communication is considered only if local remedies are exhausted where they

exist and all means to achieve an amicable solution have failed. The matter is concluded after the

Commission has received oral and written submissions, considered them and made

recommendations.le3 The Commission has to date concluded only one inter-state

communication namely, DR Congo / Burundi, Rwanda and Ugandargq which dealt with issues

emanating from a complaint of armed aggression and therefore falls outside this study'

4.g The Commission in action: interactions on prisoners'rights

4.3.r State rePorting

when a state is compiling its initial or periodic report, it is expected that its various government

departments contribute to the report in order to provide a comprehensive, accurate and up-to-

date report on the enforcement of the Charter.lss Initial reports are submitted two years after the

state party ratifies the Charter and periodic reports every two years thereafter'rs6 The initial

report should provide background information on the country and to its laws as a starting point

for future dialogue.,ez The practice at the Commission, however, is that most states provide the

same background information in the periodic reports that they submit in the initial report. At the

Commission's ordinary sessions approximately two to four reports are considered' Out of all the

state parties, only nine states have presented all their reports while twelve states have not

presented any reports at all.rs8 The rest of the state parties have presented one or more state

rez See, 
,R Murray.Evidence and fact-finding by the African C,ommission' in Evans and Murray (nz3 above) 100-136

rss Arts 49-54.

,sa (zoo4) AHRLR t9 (ACHPR) zoo3.

rss Viljoen (n z4 above) 37r.

'g6 Art 62 of the Charter.

,sz Viljoen (n z4 above) 37o.

reg ffiisaa Commission (n r8o above) 7z'
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reports and owe other reports. This study assesses the reports of Algeria,lee Benin'2oo DRC'2.1

Nigeria,2o, Rwanda,zos Sudan,ro+ Tanzania,2os Tunisia,'o6 Uganda'oz and Zambia'o9 representing

30 per cent of state reports submitted'"os

At its 4znd ordinary session, the commission examined the periodic reports of Rwanda' Tunisia

and Algeria while at the 43rd ordinary session, those of Sudan and Tanzania were examined'

This study considered the following factors; (i) policy and legislative reforms, (ii) conditions of

detention (iii) monitoring mechanisms and (iv) torture. None of the reports make any mention

of an overail strategy for prison reform and the link with prisoners' rights. some reports such as

that of Kenya2'o do not even mention prison or prisoners'2rl

'ss Algeria, third and fourth periodic reports, August 2006'

2oo Benin, consolidated report for zooo-zoo8'

2or DRC eighth, ninth and tenth periodic reports' June 2oo7

2o2 Nigeria second consolidated periodic report, r99o - 2oo4

,os Rwanda eighth periodic report, March zooT

zoa Sudan third periodic report, May 2006

2o5 Tanzania second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth periodic reports' 2006

zoo Tunisia, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth periodic reports' 2006

zoz Uganda consolidated report, 2006

2o8 Zambia initial state report, 2006

ffiJfiIiil:Hi'};;i:Yiltr/ilf5h;?::"r1x1::""**red.e1.htnr] (rast accessed^z4october zoos)' some of the

links on the website are i-nactive and do "* i'"i?iit^.*.H;tt "*J[L-a"G 
for'Human Rights, university of

pretoria http://www.chr.up.ac.zalhr_do*/th;;;/th"**r.t t"rt (accessed z4 october 2oo8)'

21o Initial report of Kenya,May 2oo7

,. JD Mujuzi 'The role of civil society in protecting and promoting prisoners' righs before the African c'ommission on

Human and peoples' nig-t ir; iroos ) Se)' Interltafronol Journol oi Ciuil Society la ut z6 '
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The reports of Algeria,2'2 DRC,213 Rwanda,,,4 Tanzania,"s11niaia,"6 Ugandd,"7 and Nigeria"s

detail the reforms to make legislation compliant with the Charter and to address specific needs

of prisoners. None of the reports however elaborate on the progress made in the implementation

of the provisions. Factors such as the resources necessary to support the implementation are not

addressed in any of the reports. Of the ten reports examined, the seven discussed above are

undertaking legislative reform aimed at compliance. One of the anticipated challenges that none

of the states have addressed in their reports is the effective implementation of the legislation.

The reports of Benin,r's Nigeriar2o and Tanzania22, make reference to the conditions of detention

but fail to delve into the specific well-known problems and the measures taken to address the

challenges other than broad legislative reform. Tanzania, for example, states that it is taking

steps to the best of its financial ability to implement the recommendations of the Commission for

Human Rights and Good Governance.222 The recommendations are, however, not stated nor the

progress towards implementation. In the case of Sudan, the conditions of detention can be

implied from the section referring to 'the measures taken to address the poor conditions of

detainees.'r23 It seems that Sudan recognised that the prison conditions were below the

standards envisaged in the Charter and thus the proposed corrective steps. The proposed

measures include the creation of a monitoring mechanism to assess prisoners' rights.*a The

zrz fgsriz (n r99 above) rz.

zrs DRC ( n zor above) Para 69-82.

z'a Rwanda (n zo3 above) 3o-3r.

z's Tanzania (n zo5 above) ro.

z16 Junlsis (n zo6 above) rz.

,,2 Uganda (nzo7 above) 67-72.

218 Nigeria (n zoz above) 5o.

zrs Benin (n zoo above) 26.

22o Nigeria (n 2o2 above) 47-49.

zzr fansalia (n zo5 above) ro.

zzz [5 af9y9 19.

zzg Sudan (n zo4 above) paras 106 - u7

z"a Sudan ( zo4 above) paras ro6-138.
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Zimbabwe.2s reports highlights the conditions in which women are detained and refers to steps

being taken to reduce overcrowding in the prisons but fails to address the well know problems

that the prison system is facing.""6

All the states have a monitoring mechanism through the Human Rights Commission or Justice

Ministry save for Algeria and DRC that do not specifically mention them. The mandate of the

monitoring mechanisms includes visiting places of detention, talking to prisoners and making

recommendations to the states parties on how to improve the conditions in prisons. Other than

Tanzania, which refers to some action being taken by its monitoring body, there are no

references to action taken by states.zzz

With regards to torture, all the state reports other than Tanzania and Zambia have legislation

outlawing torture. Benin acknowledges the lacuna in the implementation of torture legislation

and states that steps are being taken to put in place a mechanism for the prevention of torture.228

None of the reports link torture and the protection of prisoners' rights. Sudan isolates two cases

in relation to torture and in the first case, the victim received compensation from the state and in

the second case, the state's secret agents who were charged with torturing a person to death

received the death sentence.22s Although the action in dealing with the torturers should be

applauded, it is argued that the sentence itself was inappropriate and amounted to torture or

cruel punishment.,eo

Ethiopia remains one of the state parties that are yet to submit an initial or periodic report to the

Commission on the enforcement of the Charter.2sl However, while submitting a response to the

Commission's report on Ethiopia's human rights situation, the state parry made lengthy

"rs Zfunbabwe seventh, eight, ninth and tenth reports, 2006.

226 Mujuzi (n zrr above ) 26.

227'fanzania (n zo5 above) ro.

228 Benin (n zoo above) 26.

zzs Sudan (n zo3 above) paras tzt & rzz.

zso L Chenwi Towards the abolition of the death penalty in Africa: A human rights perspectiue (zoo7) 97-147

41 http://www.achpr.org/english/_info/statereport_considered_en.html (accessed r3 October zoo8).
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references to the conditions in prisons and cited from the report of the SRP to defend the

conditions in its prisons.232

There is no doubt that state reporting is one of the strongest mechanisms for engaging a state on

its obligations towards prisoners. States should be required to provide sufficient information in

this regard so that the Commission can assess progress over time towards the realisation of

prisoners' rights.

4.8.2 Special Rapporteur on Prisons and Conditions of Detention in Africa (SRP)

Within the African system the SRP has primary responsibility for prisoners' rights and

addressing prison conditions. The mandate of the SRP includes visiting prisons and making

recommendations with a view to improving prison conditions, advocating for prisoners' rights

and providing support to the Commission with regard to communications if called upon to do

SO.233

Since 1996, there have been visits to 14 countries and over 2oo places of detention with repeat

visits to Mozambique and Mali."e+ Several factors are considered when selecting the countries to

be visited, namely geographical representation, main languages of the AU, size of the country,

mainland and island countries, language competence of the SRP, the likelihood of cooperation

by the government and NGOs, as well as the travel difficulties in the country.23s Other factors

may include the presence of political prisoners, vulnerable categories (such as women with

children and prisoners on death row) overcrowding and whether the state is a parfy to the UN

Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment

or not.236

With regards to the methods of work, one challenge is the broad mandate of the SRP which

includes investigative and preventive functions, as well as some punitive and standard setting

,s, Submissions by Ethiopia concerning the sixteenth activity report of the African Commission in the twentieth
activity report 68.

zss Tenth Annual activity report (n 167 above).

,sa Viljoen (n z4 above) 47, visit to Kenya not include on the list - see t8u activity report zoo4lzoo5

zss Tenth Annual Activity Report (n 167 above), annex VII

zs6 Viljoen (n 3 above) r37.
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elements.23z Because the mandate does not have specific standards, the methodology applied

when conducting visits ends up with a reflection of what was observed rather than a measure of

compliance with a set of identifiable standards.,s8 In contrast, the role of the European

Committee for the Prevention of Torture (EC['I) is more comprehensive, resulting in collection

of precise data that is measured against set standards from which it can approach and influence

governments.23e Murray notes that the SRP reports do not clearly indicate the standards against

which the prisons are being measured resulting in vague references like'international standards'

being used.,+o In one case, the SRP called for the conditions to be 'as good as possible' and in

another instance stated that prisoners should only be detained for a 'maximum of a few hours'."+'

As a result, the recommendations that are made by the SRP are unclear and lead to uncertainty

as to what exactly compliance means. There are instances where there is compliance by state

parties of the recommendations of the Commission as was the case by Benin after the SRP's

visit.r+,

A further challenge is the dual mandate of the SRP as a monitoring mechanism for the

promotion of prisoners' rights and as a Commissioner serving a quasi-judicial function. Hearing

individual communications may lead to the condemnation of the acts of state parties that fail to

fulfil their obligations under the Charter. The SRP is supposed to facilitate constructive dialogue

with state parties and also serve the function of issuing decisions that may find them in breach of

their obligations. Further confusion follows later when follow-up visits are made to establish the

enforcement of the decisions taken.2+3 Given that there are no stringent standards forming the

basis for the SRP's visits, it is of concern how the personal views of the SRP fit within the

discussions during the consideration of a communication. In contrast, in the European system,

the ECPT and European Court of Human Rights (ECIHR) are separate institutions and the

ECTHR has a choice of how and when it can use the findings of the CPI3++ Viljoen is of the view

zsz R Muray'The African Commission's approach to prisons' in Sarkin (n r above) zo7.

zs8 As above 2O8.

,sg A"s above 2o7; also see http://cpt.coe.int/en/about.htm.

24o As above 2o7.

241 As above 2o7.

242 Fourteenth annual activity report, para 21.

243 Muray (n 237 above) zo9.

244As above 21o.
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that the SRP's experience and expertise has been drawn upon in most of the communications

brought in relation to prisoners' rights before the Commission.2+s For example, Commissioner

Dankwa was the SRP when most communications from Nigeria were brought and since he was

the rapporteur for most of those cases, his views as SRP found their way into the decisions

drafted.,+o

Since July 2oo5, there has been no visit to any state parfy by the SRP due to lack of funding. The

SRP has since then undertaken low cost activities, such as meetings with various government

officials and other stakeholders to discuss issues pertaining to conditions of detention.'+z The

SRP's impact has been significantly weakened due to the inactivity. A further limitation is that

the periodic state reports also raise few issues related to prisons and due to lack of visits, the SRP

has not actively engaged state parties on the issue.

4.J.8 Promotional visits

Promotional visits are important in securing engagement with state parties through non-

confrontational and non-investigative visits that facilitate constructive dialogue on the rights

protected by the Charter.2+8 Promotional visits engage senior government officials on various

aspects of the Charter, including prisoners' rights. For this study, mission reports to several

states were analysed to investigate the extent to which the Commissioners created awareness in

relation to prisoners' rights and conditions of detention. The states considered are: Botswana,z4e

Burkina Faso,'so Burundi,'s' Guinea Bissau2sz Lesotho,zss Mali,'s+ Mauritius,'ss f,ryxnflx,256

,as Viljoen (n 3 above) r47.

za6 A5 2|6ys 147.

,az T\,venty-fourth Annua] Activity Report (n r8o above).

zae \,riljesa (n z4 above) 4or.

24e Botswana, t4 - 18 February zoo5.

zso Bru:kina Faso, 26 - 3o March zoo7.

,s, Burundi, r - rr February zoo4.

zsz Guinea Bissau, tS - 22 March zoo5.

,ss lresotho,3 - TApri] 2006.

,se MaIi, 9 - 18 April zoo4.
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Swaziland,rsz and Seychelles,sa. As part of promotional visits, discussions are held with the

Minister of Justice or Minister responsible for prisons and in many instances, the specific

conditions of detention are discussed unlike during state reporting. In the promotional visit to

Lesotho, the Justice Minister stated that steps were being taken to implement the

recommendations that were given by the Ombudsman who is responsible for monitoring

conditions of detention. There was, however, little discussion on the progress towards

implementing those recommendations.2se In Burkina Faso, the Justice Minister acknowledged

that there was overcrowding in the prisons and that the priority was to ensure food self-

sufficiency."6o

Commissioners were able to engage with civil society organisations in Burundi, Rwanda and

Swaziland to gather information on the situation in the prisons. Commissioners visited several

prisons in Lesothoz6r, Mnliz6z, Swaziland263, Botswana26a and Seychelles'os at the request or on

invitation from the government. In Guinea Bissau, the visit was to a prison that had been

renovated and unoccupied and could therefore not establish the conditions of detention.'66

Since the Commission has not approved standards to assess prisons, the recommendations of

Commissioners are vague and difficult to implement, as is the case with the SRP. In Burundi, for

example, the recommendation was that the state parfy 'should take adequate measures to

zss Mauritius, August 2006.

zs6 Rwanda, z6 January - z February zoo4

,sz Swaziland,2t-25 August 2006.

"sB Seychelles, July 2oo4.

zss lresotho (n 253 above) ro.

260 Burkina Faso (n z5o above) r3.

261 l€sotho (n 253 above) 32.

262 Mali (n 254 above) r8.

,os Swaziland (n257 above) 23.

264 Botslvana (n249 above) 38.

,6s Seychelles ( n 258 above) 29.

266 Guinea Bissau (n z5z above) r7.
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improve the living conditions in the detention centres to guarantee respect for human right5'.zoz

It could be argued that one of the reasons why states parties do not implement the

recommendations is that there are no standards in place and recommendations are vague. In

some cases, the Commissioners visit the prisons but make no recommendations, as was the case

with Seychelles.26s Failure to make recommendations or making vague recommendations does

little to improve the situation of prisoners.

4.9.4 Resolutions

The Commission has adopted several resolutions in relation to prisoners' rights and conditions

of detention. The Resolution on Prisons in Africa recognised that conditions in African prisons

do not conform to the provisions of the Charter and the UNSMR, and urged states to report on

prisoners' rights in their periodic reports. At the thirfy-fourth session, the Commission adopted

the Ouagadougou Declaration and Plan of Action on Accelerating Penal and Prison Reform in

Africa.ros Through this resolution, the Commission committed itself to penal reform to ensure

that the rights of persons deprived of their liber$ were promoted and protected.2zo The

Resolution on Guidelines and Measures for the Prohibition and Prevention of Torture, Cruel,

Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment in Africa resulted in the adoption of the

Robben Island Guidelines to assist African states to meet their international obligations with

regard to the prohibition of torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or

punishment.2Tl In the twenty-fourth annual activity report, the follow-up committee on the

Robben Island Guidelines reported that three countries had been identified for the pilot

implementation.2T2 At the time of writing the states and the specific activities to be undertaken

were yet to be disclosed.

zoz Burundi (n z5r above) 24.

268 Seychelles (n zS8 above).

z6s Seventeenth Annual Activity Report (n r7o above) para 52.

27o Murray (nzg7 above) zt4.

zzr l11trp2l lsvvvLachpr.org/english/declarations/declaration-robbenislands-en.htrnl (accessed r3 October zoo8)

272 Parago.
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4.3.5 Conferences and Seminars

As already noted, the Commission organises workshops, conferences and seminars to

disseminate information on the Charter on a variety of topics. This function is performed with

other stakeholders sometimes resulting in the adoption of frameworks that elaborate and

supplement the provisions of the Charter.,zs Several examples exist of this in relation to

prisoners' rights as was the case in relation to the Robben Island Guidelines that were developed

in collaboration with the Association for the Prevention of Torture (APf). The Commission holds

workshops at the start of ordinary sessions in collaboration with NGOs to discuss thematic

issues.274 In addition, Commissioners participate in various conferences and seminars as

participants or present papers therefore conduct the promotion of the Charter at these

meetings.zzs

4.g.6 Relationship between ttre Commission and NGOs

NGOs have been engaged in the wide dissemination of the Charter, thus facilitating the

dissemination of information on issues of prisoners' rights, monitoring conditions of detention,

as well as bringing individual communications on behalf of victims of human rights violations.2z6

NGOs with observer status are entitled to address the Commission and have over the years

become one of the most tangible constituencies of the Commission.'n NGOs bring new

perspectives to the Commission's work through shadow reports, interactions with the SRP and

other Commissioners on fact-finding and promotional missions and are useful sources of

information in relation to prisoners' rights.,zs A significant contribution has also been made with

regard to communications on behalf of prisoners by NGOs and this will be discussed in the next

section. NGOs are required to submit activity reports at least once every two years to inform the

zzs Viljoen (n z4 above) 4o5.

,ze T\,venty-Fourth Annual Activity Report (n r8r above).

zzs As above, paras Z-r91.

,26 Mujuzi (n 211 above) 18-28.

,z Vilioen (n z4 above) 4o7.

"28 http: //www.achpr.org/english/-info/directory-ngo-en.html*m'
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Commission of the interventions made in respect of human rights.'ze This enables the

Commission to track the interventions of NGOs and to confirm that the relationship continues to

be mutually beneficial. However, only a third of NGOs submit activity reports thus undermining

the crucial relationship with the Commission.'8o

4.g.7 Relationship between the Commission and National fluman Rights

Institutions

Many NHRIs have different interventions in prisons in domestic jurisdictions and provide

information to the Commission in this regard.'8'The impact of NHRIs on the Commission is yet

to be fully realised as their affiliate status is not well defined and there has been decreasing

participation at the Commission's sessions.282 Most of the Commission's annual activity reports

only state that a number of NHRIs participated in the ordinary sessions of the Commission and

that a representative made a statement on the general human rights situation on behalf of the

other NHRIs. This remains one of the most under-developed relationships and some NHRIs

have urged the Commission to adopt standards for engagement with NHRIs' This is yet to be

considered by the Commission.'8s

4.4 Protection

The protective mandate of the Commission includes individual and inter-state communications

as well as on-site investigative and fact-finding missions. Inter-state communications are outside

the scope of this study given the fact that there has only been one communication that has been

concluded and it did not address issues related to prisoners' rights.'s+

zzs ACHPR /Res.3oQOilrfl98: Resolution on the Cooperation between the African Commission on Human and

Peoples' Rights and NGOs having Observer Status with the C-ommission (1998)

z8o Nmehielle (n 116 above) 3r5.

28, W Kaguongo 'Prisoners rights: The role of national human rights institutions in Africa' unpublished LLM
dissertation, University of Pretoria, 2oo3 36-45.

282 Viljoen (n z4 above) 4r3.

283 Para 6r, twenty-fourth annual activity report of the Commission.

284 n 193 above.
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4.4.r Individual communications

Individual communications form the bulk of the work in the protection mandate with states

being called upon to react to allegations that they had violated human rights. Several

communications have been received focussing on conditions of detention and prisoners' rights,

with the majority of the cases coming from Nigeria, Mauritania and Sudan.zss The Commission,

in the years immediately following the appointment of the SRP, received many communications

on the conditions of detention but these have subsequently declined. The Commission's

decisions have made it clear that governments have an obligation towards prisoners in the

protection of their right5.zao

Prior to the appointment of the SRP, several communications had been concluded with regard to

conditions of imprisonment such as lhe Orton and Vero Chirwa case where the commission

stated that:

The conditions of overcrowding and acts of beating and torture that took place in prisons in

Malawi contravened this article (article S of the Charter). Aspects of the treatment of prisoners

such as excessive solitary confinement, shackling within a cell, extremely poor quality food and

denial of access to adequate medical care, were also in contravention of this article. "87

In 1996, two communications were considered with regards to conditions of detention. In the

first, the Commission rightly held that the conditions of detention in which children, women and

the aged were held in Rwanda violated their physical and psychological integrity and constituted

a violation of article 5.288 The other, was not admitted for use of insulting language and failure to

point to specific violations.2es The Commission failed to ask the complainants to expunge the

offensive words and consider the case on the merits.'so

z8s Viljoen (n 3 above) r47.

286 Mujuzi (n zrr above) zr.

287 Communications 64192, 6algz and ZSlgz Krischna Achuthan (on behalf of Aleke Banda) and Amnesty

Internationat (on behatf of Orton and Vera Chirua) u Malaui in seventh annual activity report.

,s Cornmunications z7l8g, 46/gt, 4g/gr, gglg3 Organisation Mondiale Contre Ia Torture and Association

Internationale des juristes Democrates, Commii{ion llnternationale des Juristes (C.I.J), IJnion Interafricaine des

Droits de' Homme/Ruanda intenth annual activity report'

zgs Communicalion65/gz Ligue kmerounaise des Droits de I'Homme/ C;ameroon in tenth annual activity report.

2eo For a critique of this approach see O Umozurike,'The Complaint Procedure of the African Commission on Human

and Peoples' nighs' in C alfredsson et al ,International Human Rights Monitoring Mechqnisms, Essays in Honour
of Jakob fh. m\tler (zoor) 7o9 where he argued that'In principle, it appears diversionary to reject a communication
because ofthe quality ofthe phraseology'.
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The Commission has also found violations in two cases against Nigeria in relation to health

stating that

to deny a detainee access to doctors while his health is deteriorating is a violation of article 16 and

that the responsibility of the government is heightened in cases where an individual is in its

custody and therefore someone whose integrity and well-being is completely dependent on the

actions of the authorities.2el

In these cases, the Commission emphasised that the rights of the individual do not cease because

they have been deprived of liberty.

NGOs play a crucial role in bringing communications on behalf of prisoners. Between 1999 and

2ooo, thirteen communications were concluded in relation to prisoners' rights and conditions of

detention and these were all brought by NGOs on behalf of people in detention.2e2 The

Commission found that acts such as being deprived of the right to see one's family may

constitute inhuman treatment, deprivation of light, insufficient food and lack of access to

medicine or medical care also constitute violations of the Charter. The cases against Sudan

addressing the situation between 1989 and 1993 were consolidated and the state parfy did not

refute claims of torture and violation of fair trial rights of people in detention Ieading to findings

of violations of articles 5 and 7 of the Charter."ss The Mauritania cases also were consolidated

and heard together and the Commission found other violations in addition to the finding that the

conditions of the prisons violated article 5 of the Charter.2s+ When the Commission made

recommendations after the findings, it addressed issues relating to discrimination and slavery

but made no specific recommendations with regard to the conditions of detention.

2e1 Communicatont3T/94,Bgl94,154196 andt6t/97 Interaationql Pen, Constitutional Rights Project, Interights on
behalf of Ken Saro-Wiwa Jr. and Ciuil Liberties Organisation/Nigeria and Media Rights Agenda, Constitutional
Rig/rts Project, Media Rights Agenda and Constitutional Rigftts Project/ Nigenla in twelfth annual activity report.

zsz Communications t43l 95, t5o/96 Constitutional Rights Project and Ciuil Liberties Organisation / Nigeria, t48196
Constitutional Rights Project / Nigeria, t5tlg6 Ciuil Liberties Organisation / Nigeria, L$lg6 Constitutional RrlThts
Project / Nigeria, zo6/9Z Centre for Free Speech/Nigeria, zorf 97 Egyptian Organisation for Human Rights /
Egypt, 48/9o Amnesty International / Sudan, 5o/9t Comitd Laosli Bachelard / Sudan, S2/gr Lautyers Committee
for Human Rigftts / Sudan, Sglg3 Association of Memberc of the Episcopal Conference of tust Afiu / Sudan,
S4l9t Malaui Afican Association / Mauritania, No 6r/9r Amnesty International / Mauritania, gSlgg Ms. Sarr
Dop, Union Interafricaine des Droits de I'Homme and RADDHO / Mauritania, t64lg7 and tg6lgZ Collectif des
Veuues et Ayants-droit / Mauritania, zto/g8 Association Mauritanienne des Droits de I'Homme / Mauritania in
thirteenth annual activity report.

2e3 Paras 56 and 66

2e4 Pa-ras u6-u8.
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Since the twenty-eight session, less than ten communications2ss have been considered in relation

to conditions of detention with the most recent being concluded at the forty-third ordinary

session.2e6 When a violation is found, the Commission lists the articles violated by the state party

concerned and the remedial measures to be adopted by that state.'sz These remedies are referred

to by the Commission as recommendations and are reasoned not to be legally binding, although

states are required to report on the progress towards implementation.2s8 Unfortunately, most of

these recommendations are ignored by the states parties as they are non-binding.zes 15.

provisions of the Charter are greatly undermined if the Commission's decisions cannot be

enforced.

The African Court on Human and Peoples' Rights will complement the protective mandate of the

Commission.3oo The Court will deliver legally authoritative and conclusive decisions.eo'This will

not automatically translate into state compliance but states will no longer use the non-binding

nature of the decisions as the reason for their non-compliance.3o2 There may be difficulty with

individuals engaging the Court because states parties must make a declaration to accept that

NGOs and individuals can have direct access to the Court and so far only Burkina Faso has made

this declarsfion.sos Given the fact that the African Court is expected to develop African human

rights jurisprudence this may be severely affected if only the Commission and states parties can

approach the Court.

zss Fourteenth to twenty-fourth annual activity reports.

zq6 Communicaton zgz/o4, Institute for Human Rights and Deuelopment in Afica / Angola twenty-fourth annual
activity report.

zsz F Viljoen and L Louw'State compliance with the recommendations of the African Commission on Human and
Peoples' Rights, tgg4-2oo4' @ooZ ) tot (t) The AmericanJourttal of International lanu 3.

zg8 L [.ouw 'An analysis of state compliance with the recommendations of the African Co--ission on Human and
Peoples' Rights'Unpublished PhD thesis, University of Pretoria, 2oo; 99.

,ss Wachira and Ayinla (n rr9 above) 465

soo Established by the Protocol to the African Charter on the establishment of an African Court on Human and
Peoples' Rights and came into force in zoo4.

sot Articles 28, 30 of the Protocol.

so" Wachira andAyinla (n rr9 above) 488.

eos Viljoen (n z4 above) 4zz.
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4.2 Fact-findingmissions

The Commission has undertaken fact-finding missions to Togo, Sudan, Senegal, Nigeria and

Mauritania. The only mission report available on the Commission's website is to Sudan, while

the Zimbabwe report only contains an executive summary and the state's response.3o+ From the

information available, the Commission does not seem to have a clear set of guidelines for visits

and thus leading to questions about its independence, impartiality and the reliability of the

information.3os The response from the government of Zimbabwe raised the question of the

procedure applied and describes some of the reports as allegations and being unfounded.so6

Murray argues that the Commission has not been able to effectively link its fact-finding missions

to the communications it receives, thus questioning the utility of such visits.soz The Commission,

after sending fact-finding missions to Mauritania and Sudan stated in the communications that

they were promotional missions which were also used to understand the country situations and

were not intended to collect information in relation to specific communications.sos This

contradicts the Commission's own objectives of sending the missions to those countries in the

first place.

The government of Zimbabwe, in response to the issue of detention conditions and the specific

statement that 'conditions are horrible', suggested that they were in compliance with UN

Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Offenders.3oe The Commission had no response

to this as there are no standards being applied while visiting those prisons.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter highlighted how the Commission has utilised its mandate in enforcing the Charter

provisions in relation to prisoners' rights. All the mechanisms highlighted present a challenge

with the applicable standards not clearly defined and publicised to enable all stakeholders to

3o4 http://www.achpr.org/english/_info/reports_en.html (accessed r5 october zoo8).

sos R Muray'Evidence and fact-finding by the African Commission' in Evans and Murray (n z3 above) ro8.

so6 Executive summary of the fact-finding mission to Zimbabwe 24th - 28th JuDe 2oo2 22,
http://www.achpr.org/english/_info/reports_en.html (accessed 15 October zooS).

eoz rts above.

soe Thirteenth annual activity report, Mauritania communication, para 87; Sudan communication; para 46.

sos Zimbabwe report (n zz5 above) 3o.
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engage on an equal footing. The second issue is the enforcement of the findings and

recommendations of the Commission. Wachira and Ayinla rightly summarise the reasons

contributing to the difficulty in enforcing the Commission's recommendations as:

[t]he lack of political will on the part of state parties, a lack of good governance, outdated concepts

of sovereignty, a lack of an institutionalised follow-up mechanism for ensuring the

implementation of its recommendations, weak powers of investigation and enforcement and the

non-binding character of the Commission's recommendifions.s'o

The next chapter will draw conclusions from the analysis provided in this chapter and provide

recommendations in relation to the protection of prisoners' rights in Africa.

gto Wachira andAyinla (n rrg above) 47r.
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CHAPTER FT\rE

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

S.1 Conclusion

Writing about the African continent in generalised terms has been dismissed as a 'foolish

pastime'because Africa is a vast continent with a long and complex history."' Despite this, there

are common factors that unite the continent, including one human rights system. African prisons

developed mostly during and after the colonial period but have not evolved to serve the main

functions for which prisons are designed, particularly reformation and rehabilitation."' In fact,

given the overall situation, prisons have failed to provide the requisite support to the justice

system to ensure its effectiveness.

people deprived of their liberry are entitled to human rights except for those legally taken away

by virtue of the imprisonment and to facilitate their detention. This must be done humanely and

dignity should be the cornerstone of treatment of prisoners. The Commission is a critical

stakeholder in promoting and protecting human rights in Africa and prisoners form a special

category of persons whose rights must be protected and promoted. The legal framework for the

African system in relation to prisoners' rights is not well drafted and is difficult to implement

presenting a challenge to the protection of prisoners' rights. The responsibility for the humane

treatment of prisoners and conditions of detention should not be left only to states to decide the

standards without clear direction from the Commission. So far, states have failed in the duty to

ensure adequate protection of prisoners' rights leading to the present state of African prisons'

Other actors, such as NGOs and NHRIs, have played an important role in holding states to

account for their obligations under the African system.

In order to promote and protect human rights, there must be clearly stipulated standards that

facilitate an effective interaction between the stakeholders and the African system for the

protection of people deprived of their liberty. Without these standards, there are no benchmarks

to ensure the improvement of African prisons. At present, the standards have to be implied or

311 Pete (n 48 above) 4o.

stz Rule 58 UNSMR.
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found in several different instruments and soft law without building on an agreed upon strategy

towards the protection of prisoners' rights.

The Commission has made several interventions in relation to prisoners'rights and conditions of

detention but they are not strategic and are poorly documented. This is mainly due to the fact

that there are no comprehensive standards that should be applied when assessing prison

conditions leading to limited information on the actual progress towards improvement. The

designated mechanism for dealing with prisoners' rights is the SPR, but there has not been

proper coordination between the mechanisms of the Commission to ensure that all mechanisms

contribute towards the common cause of protecting prisoners' rights. Despite these challenges,

there has been constructive dialogue between the Commission and state parties, especially using

promotion visits and the SRP. This, however, needs to translate in compliance by state parties

with the recommendations of the Commission so as to improve the overall situation of African

prisons.

5.2 Recommendations

i) The Commission must develop an overall strategy for intervention to address the

specific problems of African prisons. This strategy must address the present

challenges and provide a roadmap for where African prisons want to go to in an ideal

situation.

The Commission should develop clear standards for the protection of prisoners'

rights in Africa as a crucial first step in the promotion and protection of prisoners'

rights. Having comprehensive standards will provide a goal towards which states

must work and provide a framework for effective monitoring by the Commission and

other stakeholders such as NGOs and NHRIs.

iii) Consistent monitoring of the implementation of rights against the standards will

enable compliance with their obligations. This should emphasise follow-up strategies

that involve, amongst others, collecting information while not in the country using

domestic institutions such as NGOs and NHRIs.

There should be sufficient resource allocation for promotion and protection of

prisoners' rights. The SRP has not been able to fulfil the mandate in the last few years

due to lack of funding as a result of withdrawal of donor support. Consequently, this

ii)

iv)
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has hampered the effective implementation of the existing mandate. With a clearer

mandate of comprehensive standards, there should be sufficient resources allocated

to ensure that the mandate is effectively carried out to ensure the promotion and

protection of prisoners' rights.

The Commission should engage the AU so as to ensure that there is compliance by

states parties with the recommendations that it makes otherwise if the

recommendations are not complied with, the commission will fail in the execution of

its mandate.

Word Count - rz.g84 words (including footnotes)

v)
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